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Abstract. In recent years, prediction of 30-day hospital readmission risk
received increased interest in the area of Healthcare Predictive Analytics
because of high human and financial impact. However, lack of data, high class
and feature imbalance, and sparsity of the data make this task so challenging that
most of the efforts to produce accurate data-driven readmission predictive
models failed. We address these problems by proposing a novel method for
generation of virtual examples that exploits synergetic effect of data driven
models and domain knowledge by integrating qualitative knowledge and
available data as complementary information sources. Domain knowledge,
presented in the form of ICD-9 hierarchy of diagnoses, is used to characterize
rare or unseen co-morbidities, which presumably have similar outcome
according to ICD-9 hierarchy. We evaluate the proposed method on 66,994
pediatric hospital discharge records from California, State Inpatient Databases
(SID), Healthcare Cost and Utilization Project (HCUP) in the period from 2009
to 2011, and show improved prediction of 30-day hospital readmission accuracy
compared to state-of-the-art alternative methods. We attribute the improvement
obtained by the proposed method to the fact that rare diseases have high per-
centage of readmission, and models based entirely on data usually fail to detect
this qualitative information.
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1 Introduction

Development of accurate predictive analytics models in healthcare has large benefits
for many stakeholders. Hospitals can benefit from healthcare predictive analytics by
monitoring of quality indicators, planning of accommodation capacities, optimizing
level of supplies, etc. Insurance companies can define adequate charging policies;
medical doctors can use decision support in diagnostics, while patients can receive
better quality of care, assessment of real costs by different hospitals, etc.

Potential of Electronic Health Records (EHR) predictive analytics applications is
recognized, and we are witnessing rapid increase in the number of researchers that are
trying to create accurate models for prediction of admission and readmission rates [21],
readmission risk [24], cost-to-charge ratio [18], mortality rates, disease prediction [4,
23] etc.

Prediction of 30-day hospital re-admission takes a special place in predictive
analytics research. Timely identification of potential un-planned readmissions can have
high impact on improvement of healthcare services for patients, by reducing the need
for unnecessary interventions and hospital visits. In addition, hospital readmission is
considered as one of the most important indicators of quality of care for hospitals, with
great economic impact. It is reported that readmission rate within 30 days was 19.6 %,
34.0 % within 90 days, and 56.1 % within one year following discharge. According to
the Institute for Healthcare Improvement, of the 5 million U.S. hospital readmissions,
approximately 76 % can be prevented, generating annual cost of about $25 billion [2].

Because of its complexity, importance, and involved financial resources (additional
costs of several billion dollars annually), this problem is highly regarded in the medical
community, and it is frequently addressed in recent research [6]. Unfortunately,
researchers often fail to evolve highly accurate predictive models because of high
dimensionality, class and feature imbalance, and input space sparsity. Therefore, this
problem is highly challenging for the data mining community. Additionally, in this area
researchers are often confronted with the lack of data that can show up because of
different reasons, e.g. due to long and expensive clinical trials [3] or lack of data due to
rare appearance of diseases [1, 11]. In other words, for each prevented re-hospitalization
we could save 6,579 USD.

One possible way to address these problems is utilization of virtual examples
(VE) [17], used as additional training samples and created from the current set of
examples by utilizing specific knowledge about the task at hand. Compared to simple
randomization techniques, incorporation of prior knowledge may contain information
on a domain not present in the available domain dataset [15] and thus exploits
advantages in domain knowledge (knowledge driven) and data driven complementary
information sources. Virtual examples are successfully used in computer vision [10,
25] using the knowledge about rotated representation of 3D models and smoothness. In
the medical area, for situations where clinical trials are long and expensive, VE that use
differential equations [3] or medical models [5] are successfully applied. However most
of these models are designed for generation of continuous data and to the best of our
knowledge, there is no VE generator that can produce binary data from Electronic
Health Records by utilization of domain medical knowledge.
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Our contribution: We propose a method for virtual example generation that
exploits domain knowledge given in the ICD-9-CM hierarchy of diseases. The pro-
posed technique allows characterization of unobserved comorbidities (disease
co-occurrences diagnosed in the moment of patient discharge from hospital) and thus
removing bias of algorithms towards frequently observed diseases and comorbidities.
We evaluate the proposed method on 66,994 pediatric hospital discharge records from
California, State Inpatient Databases (SID), Healthcare Cost and Utilization Project
(HCUP) in the period from 2009 to 2011 to illustrate the proposed idea.

2 Related Work

Machine learning algorithms are common tools for prediction of hospital readmission
[8, 24]. Steele et al. [22] used a Bayesian Belief Network to predict perioperative risk
of clostridium difficile infection following colon surgery. Data used in this research are
gathered from the Nationwide Inpatient Sample (NIS) registry from 2005 to 2007.
Naive Bayes method is used to select features for the Bayesian Belief Network, which
is constructed using data from years 2005 and 2006. Evaluation of the generated model
was conducted on 2007 data, having area under curve 0.746. Additionally, authors
stated that a lot of data preprocessing is needed in order to get usable results.

Shams et al. [19] created a hybrid classification model which is used to distinguish
readmission for heart failure, acute myocardial infarction, pneumonia and chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease on 2011-12 Veterans Health Administration data in the
State of Michigan. Authors concluded that a lot of efforts were made in order to build
risk prediction models, but most of them fail to reach satisfactory accuracy level.
A potential reason that authors noticed for this is that developed models often do not
make distinctions between planned and unplanned readmissions. Therefore, they
developed a new readmission metric that has the ability to identify potentially avoid-
able readmission from all other types of readmission. Results obtained on the proposed
readmission metric were very promising, with area under curve just over 0.8 for all
above-mentioned diseases.

Even though many efforts are invested in EHR analysis and predictive modeling,
and secondary use of EHR has large potential, researchers are not satisfied with the
results for diagnosis or readmission prediction. Therefore, Ooi et al. [16] advise that
machine learning alone cannot be used for this purpose. They propose a hybrid
human-machine database engine where the machine interacts with the subject matter
experts as part of a feedback loop to gather, infer, ascertain, and enhance the database
knowledge and processing and discuss the challenges towards building such a system
through examples in healthcare predictive analysis. McCoy et al. [14] also stress that
machine learning on only EHR records is not sufficient and that clinical text is a major
component of EHR data and often contains rich information describing patients.

However, in situations with the lack of data, high class or feature imbalance
machine learning algorithms have limited potential. In previous studies, for addressing
such problems, virtual examples have been mainly used for dealing with limited
observations or low quality data [85]. Several studies proposed powerful tools for
effective generation of virtual examples based on specific prior knowledge in domain
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specific applications. For example, in computer vision, rotated representation of 3D
models and smoothness is successfully used to consider the integrated effects and
constraints of data attributes by using mega-trend diffusion functions, and
feasibility-based programming models [10, 25]. They showed that oversampling with
VE improves performance and stability of learning algorithms.

In the area of healthcare predictive modeling, virtual examples are successfully
used for sepsis analysis. VE are of crucial significance for early sepsis prediction, since
patients infected by this disease often die in the early stage and thus temporal data
cannot be gathered. Recently proposed predictive models for addressing this problem
are based on VE that use differential equations [3], or medical models [5] as prior
knowledge sources.

It can be concluded that VE are a useful, and sometimes the only possible, way to
address the problem of lack (or imbalance) of data in predictive modeling. To the best
of our knowledge there is no VE generator that uses domain knowledge in order to
enrich EHR. Therefore, we developed a virtual examples generator that uses domain
knowledge information extracted from ICD-9 hierarchy of diseases and complement
HER records about 30-day hospital re-admission prediction.

3 ICD-9 International Classification of Diseases

The ICD-9 EHR codes are organized in a hierarchy where an edge represents ‘is-a’
relationship between a parent and its children. Hence, the codes become more specific
as we go down the hierarchy [20]. Each three digit diagnostic code (group of diag-
noses) is associated with a hierarchy tree of ICD codes on lower level. In this paper, we
refer to it as a ‘top-level’ diagnostic code. Figure 1 shows a part of the hierarchy within
the top-level (most general) diagnostic code 530 that represents diseases of the
esophagus. Top-level can be represented as a set of four level diagnoses, which present
more specific diagnoses. Further, one four digit code can be specified to more specific
concepts (five digit codes).

4 Exploratory Analysis of Pediatric 30-Day Hospital
Readmission Data

In this research, hospital discharge data from California, State Inpatient Databases
(SID), Healthcare Cost and Utilization Project (HCUP) [7], Agency for Healthcare
Research and Quality was used. This data tracks all hospital admissions at the indi-
vidual level, having a maximum of 25 diagnoses for each admission. Every diagnosis is
presented as an ICD-9-CM code. Beside diagnoses, every admission is explained with
an additional 21 features (e.g., sex, age, month of admission, length of stay, total
charges in USD, etc.). We used all pediatric patient data in California from January
2009 through December 2011 in the pre-processing phase.

Since there are over 14,000 ICD-9-CM codes, usage of codes as categorical
features would be infeasible. Therefore, we transformed diagnoses to binary features,
where if a patient had that diagnosis, value would be positive, otherwise negative.
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With this step, we transformed 15 features with very high cardinality (over 14,000
possible values) to over 14,000 binary features. Further, we excluded features with zero
positive values. After this transformation, 851 ICD-9-CM codes remained, leading to a
total of 872 binary features that we used to predict whether a patient will be readmitted
within 30 days.

In order to characterize examples that could potentially be useful for improvement
of the accuracy of predictive algorithms, we conducted exploratory analyses of the data
with regard to the knowledge provided by ICD-9 hierarchy.

First, we investigated the balance between appearance of different diseases (on the
lowest level of hierarchy) and their contribution to cumulative re-admission. Figure 2
(left), shows that most of the diseases appear rarely. In contrast, in cumulative, rare
diseases constitute a large portion of re-admissions. This can be clearly seen on Fig. 2
(right), where on the X-axis diseases are represented in ascending order by the fre-
quency of appearance, while on the Y-axis, cumulative share of each disease in total
number of readmissions is showed. In particular, point (2000, 0.8) in this figure means
that 80 % of readmissions are related to 1000/14000 (or, 14 %) of the least common
primary admission diagnoses.

Fig. 1. Excerpt of three digit ICD-9 hierarchy

Fig. 2. Distribution of diseases (left) and cumulative readmission rate (right)
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The large share of total re-admissions that is caused by rare diseases induces a
problem for evolving of accurate predictive algorithms, since most of them are biased
towards frequent features. Further, we expanded our research on investigation of
comorbidity (co-occurrences of different diseases in each patient record) frequencies
and found that comorbidities between ICD9-3 digit groups are much more frequent
than comorbidities within groups. This is clearly shown on Box Plots in Fig. 3.

Based on previous observation, we focused on the inter-group comorbidities and
further investigated their relation with re-admission. We analyzed standard deviation of
re-admission rate between comorbidities from one group with diseases in other groups.
The main hypothesis here was that if diseases from one ICD9-3digit group have small
standard deviation of re-admission rate when they appear as comorbidities with dis-
eases from other groups, then we can generate virtual examples that will connect rare
(or even un-observed) diseases with high confidence about their re-admission. Anal-
yses of standard deviation of readmission risk by all 3-digit groups (Fig. 4) showed that
each 3-digit group has average standard deviation of re-admission less than 0.2. Most
of them are below 0.11 or even smaller.

Fig. 3. Comparison of inter and intra 3digit ICD groups comorbidity frequencies

Fig. 4. Average standard deviation of re-admission between diseases of one group with other
groups
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This finding allowed generation of virtual examples that could potentially improve
accuracy of predictive algorithms. In the following section we propose a data generator
that implements findings from exploratory analyses of 30-day Hospital re-admission
data. Figure 5, shows the situation where all diseases from one 3-digit group (central
part) have similar readmission risks (RR) when connected with other diseases (all
diseases from ICD_079 have high RR when co-occur with ICD_28522 and low RR
when co-occur with ICD_27651).

5 ICD-9-VEG: Knowledge Based VE Generator

Based on considerations from the previous section we propose an ICD-9 based virtual
example generator (ICD9-VEG). In order to address the problem of imbalanced features
(since it is observed that rare diseases make large portion of re-admissions) generation of
new examples (patient discharge record) goes as follows: First a priory probability of
disease appearance is calculated for each disease. Initial disease is selected based on
inverted probabilities (largest probabilities for selection have rare diseases).

When the first diagnosis is selected, comorbidity subset (CS) is formed from all
diagnoses that have comorbidities with the selected diagnosis. The next feature is chosen
based on λ-updated probabilities from CS with probability update not only from
comorbidities with previously selected diseases, but all comorbidities of 3-digit hierarchy
level that selected diagnoses originate from. This extends the space of possible diagnosis
and allows knowledge-guided selection of unseen cases. Intuition behind this approach is
that diagnoses from the same hierarchical group are often treated the same way, having

Fig. 5. Similar readmission risk of comorbidities from 3-digit group
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similar symptoms and diagnostic criteria (i.e. [9]), meaning that real diagnosis could be
overlooked. This intuition is also confirmed in Sect. 4. Further, after selection of each
disease, the decision about adding more comorbidities is made based on conditional
probability that selected subset of diseases appears with other diseases. Thus, if examples
in CS have more diagnoses than new virtual examples, then probability of continuing is
greater. In order to enable generation of unseen comorbidities we set up a parameter of
continuation that allows adding new comorbidities even if they are not observed in the
initial set. Finally, when all diseases are created for the record, readmission outcome (true
or false) is assigned based on readmission risk of the CS selected.

When new virtual examples are created they are stored in the VE variable, but they
are also added to the initial dataset. The reason for this step is explained in Sect. 3,
where we observed that “rarely” observed diseases and comorbidities make large
portion of re-admissions. With this step we perform probability averaging of diagnoses,
which leads to balancing of disease appearance in the initial data. Level of randomi-
zation and ICD9 influence is controlled by a smoothing parameter that controls
smoothing level (by increasing λ, probability of generating unseen comorbidities
grows). Users also provide the number of examples to be generated a parameter for
smoothing variables other than diagnosis. The flow of the ICD9-VEG algorithm is
depicted on Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. Description of ICD9-VEG generator
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6 Experimental Evaluation

In order to evaluate an influence of virtual examples on the predictive performance of
algorithms we used Logistic regression and Naïve Bayes, because of their interpret-
ability and success in healthcare applications [24]. Evaluation is performed on all
pediatric patient data (described in previous section) where patient records that were
admitted in period 2009-2010 were used for training (46,682 cases), and 2011 for
testing (20,312 cases).

Influence of adding virtual examples generated by ICD9-VEG is compared with
commonly used oversampling. We created two oversampling sets as a benchmark.
First, “Class balance” was prepared by oversampling minority class to completely
balance classes (37872 examples with positive re-admission rate are replicated from the
initial 7611 samples, and added to the training set). In order to inspect the influence of
using domain knowledge in the data generation process we prepared another bench-
mark set by using similar strategy as ICD9-VEG. “Feature balance” set is prepared by
oversampling records that have rare diagnosis (we used the same technique of ran-
domization as in ICD-9VEG). This way the influence of incorporating domain
knowledge can be clearly explained and fair comparison of the approaches is made
possible.

Additionally, we compared our approach to common ensemble algorithms such as
AdaBoost and Bagging. AdaBoost and Bagging are performed in 10 iterations, where
Bagging selected 70 % of the dataset with replacement. Experiments are performed 10
times and average is presented. Under-sampling is not considered in this research, since
a huge amount of information would be lost.

Since hospital re-admission is highly class imbalanced (in our case there are 11,884
positive and 55,810 negative cases in all three years), in order to inspect in more detail
the influence of new information on predictive performance we used four accuracy
measures: Area Under Curve (AUC), Precision, Recall and F1 score. Table 1 shows
performance of Logistic regression with and without oversampling or boosting
techniques.

It can be seen from Table 1 that ICD9-VEG based oversampling gave the best
results measured by AUC, precision, and F1 score. It is interesting to note that the
“Class balance” technique led to the best recall. This means that Logistic regression
managed to predict accurately the largest percentage of readmitted patients. On the

Table 1. Logistic regression performance

Logistic Regression AUC Precision Recall F1 score

ICD9-VEG 0.802 0.715 0.357 0.476
Logistic regression 0.787 0.693 0.344 0.460
Feature balance 0.775 0.670 0.313 0.427
Class balance 0.784 0.086 0.366 0.139
Bagging 0.776 0.669 0.350 0.460
Boosting 0.740 0.693 0.344 0.460
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other hand, Precision by Class balance is drastically lower compared to other tech-
niques. This means that this type of oversampling biased the classifier to the minority
class, and thus it almost always predicts that class. This is reflected in AUC and F1 as
general measures of quality of classifiers. In Table 2, the results for Naïve Bayes are
showed. It can be seen that performance of Naïve Bayes was worse than Logistic
regression and showed higher tendency of predicting rare class (low precision and high
recall). The pattern of performance by different oversampling and ensemble techniques
stayed the same as for Logistic regression: ICD9-VEG was again the best performing
technique by all measures except recall, where Bagging takes the lead.

To take the results into perspective we can estimate the financial impact of our
results according to a study by Behara et al. [2] where an estimated cost of prevented
re-admission accounts to 6,579 USD. Observing precision, out of 1000 positively
classified selected patients, our approach will correctly identify 412 of them as positive.
In comparison to Naïve Bayes this is 71 patients more which amounts to almost 0.5
million USD in savings for only 1000 patients selected by both methods (assuming that
we can treat each patient in a way that will prevent re-admission).

Discussion: We showed that incorporating domain knowledge from ICD-9 hier-
archy into oversampling techniques can improve classifier performance. We attribute
that to the fact that rare diseases are the ones that have high percentage of readmission,
and models usually fail to detect this information. By generating VEs which use this
information, we obtain better performance. It is worth noticing that AdaBoost and
Bagging didn’t improved performance for logistic regression, which indicates
over-fitting. On the other hand, the ensemble approach did improve performance in the
Naïve Bayes algorithm. For both Logistic Regression and Naïve Bayes, class balancing
with oversampling showed biased results towards minority class (positive
re-admission) and feature balancing without incorporation of prior knowledge slightly
reduced the performance.

7 Conclusion and Future Research

In this study we addressed the problem of insufficient training data and feature
imbalance in healthcare predictive analytics by proposing a method for virtual example
generation that exploits domain knowledge and available data as complementary
sources. Experimental evaluation showed that this strategy improves predictive

Table 2. Naïve Bayes performance

Naïve Bayes AUC Precision Recall F1 score

ICD9-VEG 0.745 0.412 0.683 0.472
Naïve Bayes 0.668 0.341 0.664 0.451
Feature balance 0.672 0.339 0.677 0.455
Class balance 0.659 0.080 0.308 0.127
Bagging 0.718 0.326 0.706 0.446
Boosting 0.701 0.371 0.664 0.451
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performance of popular classification algorithms and shows competitive performance
with traditional oversampling and ensemble strategies. Additionally, the proposed
technique allows generation of unobserved comorbidities and thus removes bias of
algorithms towards frequently observed diseases and comorbidities. The proposed
approach is therefore useful in cases of rare conditions with low prevalence or even in
cases where we would like to observe the predictive performance of classification
models in unseen scenarios (e.g. disease outbreaks, epidemics or pandemics). As a part
of our future work, we will extend the proposed framework by different sources of
medical prior knowledge e.g. patient, disease, drug ontology. Additionally, we plan to
extend the virtual example generator to generation of continuous data. This will allow
generation of more input/output features that are available from original data (i.e.
patients age or length of stay in the hospital). The extended generator will be used for
enriching EHR repositories for improving predicting performance of the algorithms on
readmission prediction as well as other healthcare related tasks, such as length of stay,
admission, and mortality rate predictions.
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